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But an audience of today, that's to say, a hero for the people and a
heroine for the romance, doesn't fit into this film. PAPPU CAN'T

DANCE SAALA is a film that will bring a smile on your face only if
you're in the mood for such things. And that's a bad thing. But, back
to Neha Sharma, she certainly handles the lip sync reasonably well.

She would also have handled the dance moves that her character has
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to do with Salman with panache. The moment she begins the
Bajrangi Bhaijaan act, the character turns into a different entity and

an auto pilot one at that. All she needs to do is to follow the
instructions and hand gestures on the screen. No one wants to

imagine that act that she has to perform with Salman. As for Salman,
he's extremely good in the style of the 90s. Try to watch some

Bollywood movies from the 70s and 80s, and try to find Salman doing
such Bajrangi Bhaijaan style. Salman has very good technique in the
moves he does. His animations are beyond par; the one in the song
Dhula Dhula is the best example of that. Salman dances like a bull

and makes you want to see more of him. He has a lot to learn about
acting and direction, but for a mass audience, he has already proven

himself as an actor, so that's all that matters to someone like me.
Neha's show-off face, both in the song she performs and in the

interactions with Salman, gives the audience the impression that the
heroine is a bimbo who went to choreograph the number for her
boyfriend's birthday or that she is an airhead who dreams about

being a singer. I love Neha for defying the audience's stereotype. I
am not asking the producers of the movie to give her any dialogue

and she has good dance moves as well.
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shukla has done it again. this time, the director has come up with
something that has all the ingredients of a simple romantic film, with
the twist that it is about a middle-class guy. based on the novel by
shashi deshpande, pappu can't dance saala is se pyaar ki dushman
(how do you want the lover, for a lover's sake) turned around. it's a

story of saalivarchitra (a kind of after-marriage romance) with a twist.
it's not entirely a saalivarchitra, but more of a saalivarchitra -dosti
(both soul mates, but one is older and married). it's a story about a
couple that is already married for years. now, how do they make it

work again? this time, pappu is widowed and mita is a divorcee. mita
is a social worker, but now she has two kids to look after. she's an
independent woman now, but she's also a traditional woman who

likes a good home-cooked meal. it's that homely presence that gives
the film its spice. pappu is a person who loves to live life to the

fullest. he's a strong and independent man who has come a long way
from being a village guy, but his life is about to be turned upside

down when he meets his match in mita. she's his complete opposite,
but they find their way to each other. they make a great pair. but this
is the 20th century, so there will be fights, there will be differences,
there will be misunderstandings, there will be arguments, there will

be misunderstandings, there will be misunderstandings, there will be
misunderstandings. but these two end up mending their relationship.

it's a story that will leave you with a smile on your face. it's a
relatable story of a couple that have two different journeys, but find a

way to make them work together. it's all about the long journey.
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